Zbinno: entertain you life.
Bring together your digital entertainment into one smart compact speaker with immersive
sound performance.

Smart compact speaker
Satin alloy body, simply beautiful
Crafted into a minimal design with a satin alloy body, Zbinno wireless smart speaker brings you
songs, movies, TV shows and many more apps for exploration at Google Play. You couldn’t have
a simpler and faster streaming experience.

ARM Cortex-A7 + Mali 400MP2 GPU
Supercharged heart, lightning-fast performance
Zbinno features a powerful Chipset with 40nm process technology. It is powered by the ARM
Cortex-A7 processor with Mali 400MP2 GPU that is paired with 1GB of RAM and 8G of ROM,
which help deliver lag-free video streaming, and impressive multi-tasking.

Android 5.1 + Apps
More apps for more fun.
With in-built Android Lollipop and 180 optimizes for bigger screen, and powerful CPU/GPU,
Zbinno redefines portable speaker with more entertainments than ever. Now you can access to
massive apps over Wi-Fi and easily discover your favorite songs, episodes, films and more.

Entertainment unleashed
Your favorite entertainment apps are here, follow YouTube channels, get latest episodes on
Netflix, explore a wealth of tracks on Spotify and many more in Google Play.

Bluetooth Remote Control
You're in control.
With Zbinno Bluetooth remote control, you tell your Zbinno exactly what you want to play. Select,
change, and navigate your music and volume effortlessly from anywhere in your room with 10
meters Bluetooth transmission distance.

Balanced speakers at the end points
Experience ultimate 3D sound
It’s a speaker with 10W audiophile speaker, pumping out 85 decibels of sound. Zbinno delivers
you massive and rich sound with decent bass and midrange and well-balanced stereo
soundscape. Just find the song, movie or TV show you’re in the mood for, and experience an
immersive high-fidelity sound space in your room.

5.5 inch HD IPS + 1280 x 720 resolution
Stunning clarity, immersive view
A 5.5 inch HD screen with resolution of 1280 x 720 provides crisp images with remarkable clarity
and color. Boasting a richer, brighter, more detailed view when compared with screens under the
same dimensions.

Convenient and lightweight
Portable, entertain yourself from anywhere
Entertain yourself from anywhere with Zbinno, at just 780g. Place the wireless speaker on your
office tablet, bedside, midsize party room, small backyard or on melancholy. It’s premium
appearance and audio performance would amaze you.

